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ABSTRACT

Recessive alleles represent genetic risk in populations
that have undergone bottleneck events. We present a
comprehensive framework for identification and validation of these genetic defects, including haplotype-based
detection, variant selection from sequence data, and
validation using knockout embryos. Holstein haplotype
2 (HH2), which causes embryonic death, was used to
demonstrate the approach. Holstein haplotype 2 was
identified using a deficiency-of-homozygotes approach
and confirmed to negatively affect conception rate and
stillbirths. Five carriers were present in a group of 183
sequenced Holstein bulls selected to maximize the coverage of unique haplotypes. Three variants concordant
with haplotype calls were found in HH2: a high-priority
frameshift mutation resulting, and 2 low-priority variants (1 synonymous variant, 1 premature stop codon).
The frameshift in intraflagellar 80 (IFT80) was confirmed in a separate group of Holsteins from the 1000
Bull Genomes Project that shared no animals with the
discovery set. IFT80-null embryos were generated by
truncating the IFT80 transcript at exon 2 or 11 using a CRISPR-Cas9 system. Abattoir-derived oocytes
were fertilized in vitro, and zygotes were injected at
the one-cell stage either with a guide RNA and CAS9
mRNA complex (n = 100) or Cas9 mRNA (control, n
= 100) before return to culture, and replicated 3 times.
IFT80 is activated at the 8-cell stage, and IFT80-null
embryos arrested at this stage of development, which is
consistent with data from mouse hypomorphs and HH2
carrier-to-carrier matings. This frameshift in IFT80 on
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chromosome 1 at 107,172,615 bp (p.Leu381fs) disrupts
WNT and hedgehog signaling, and is responsible for
the death of homozygous embryos.
Key words: embryonic loss, gene editing, genetic
defects, Holstein cattle
INTRODUCTION

Known lethal recessive alleles account for substantial
economic losses to cattle breeders (Cole et al., 2016),
and 20 such defects (Cole et al., 2020) are routinely
tracked in the US population of 9.4 million dairy cows.
Economic losses resulting from embryonic death and
stillbirths caused by these alleles have been estimated
to cost farmers at least $11 million each year in the
United States (Cole et al., 2016). The increased use of
artificial insemination on an already reduced genetic
pool has exacerbated the problem by increasing the
rate at which recessive lethal alleles can be spread in
commercial herds. The Holstein haplotype 2 (HH2)
allele, which accounts for annual fertility losses of more
than $2 million in the US alone, is present in 1.66%
of the domestic Holstein population (VanRaden et al.,
2011b) and has a significant negative effect on fertility
in the form of early embryonic losses. The patrilineal
nature of cattle reproduction and the availability of
large numbers of genotyped animals provide an opportunity to identify and validate such recessive mutations
and measure their potential effects on other species.
Potential autosomal recessive mutations are routinely
tracked during the imputation step of the national genomic evaluations calculated by the Council on Dairy
Cattle Breeding (CDCB; Bowie, MD). Genotypes from
48 different arrays are currently stored in the CDCB
database (https://queries.uscdcb.com/Genotype/cur
_freq.html), with SNP counts ranging from 2,900 to
777,962, and are imputed to a set of 78,964 SNP (80k)
for genomic evaluation. In April of 2011 a haplotype
affecting fertility was identified on Bos taurus auto-
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Figure 1. Refinement of candidate Holstein haplotype 2 (HH2) haplotypes over time. The location of the causal variant is indicated by a
solid black triangle.

some 1 in the region of 92–97 Mbp and designated as
HH2 (Figure 1). At that time, a second haplotype on
Bos taurus autosome 1 at 101–106 Mbp with a similar
carrier list, lack of homozygotes, and negative effects
on fertility was identified. When a new SNP list was introduced in August 2011 the haplotype in the 101–106
Mbp region was no longer flagged as a potential lethal.
A new 61,000 SNP list was introduced in December
2013, and the haplotype segment upstream from HH2
again appeared on the list of possible lethal haplotypes.
In April 2020, the location of HH2 was changed to correspond with the upstream segment based on results
from fine-mapping described below. Haplotype blocks
are formed using fixed numbers of SNP, rather than
linkage disequilibrium boundaries, so it can sometimes
be difficult to narrow the candidates down to a single
haplotype. In this case, both segments appear to track
the causal variant with high concordance.
The goal of this paper is to identify the causal variant
underlying the HH2 defect, which causes early embryonic loss in Holstein cattle, and to validate the causal
variant in vitro using a gene-editing system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

No human or animal subjects were used, so this
analysis did not require approval by an Institutional
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 105 No. 11, 2022

Animal Care and Use Committee or Institutional Review Board.
Routine Assignment of Carrier Status

Single-nucleotide polymorphism genotypes with SNP
counts ranging from 2,900 to 777,962 were extracted
from the CDCB database and imputed to a common
set of 78,964 SNP (80k) using Findhap version 3 (VanRaden et al., 2011a) as part of the routine processing
for the August 2020 genomic evaluations in the United
States (Wiggans et al., 2017). Carrier status for HH2
was assigned based on the haplotype 28, which spans
the interval at 108,398,465–112,161,291 bp on chromosome 1.
Whole-Genome Sequencing, Variant Calling,
and Annotation

Three data sets were used to identify putative causal
genetic variants by whole-genome sequencing (Figure
2). The first data set consisted of 116 Ayrshire, Holstein, and Jersey samples sequenced by the Animal
Genomics and Improvement Laboratory to an average depth of 12×. The second data set included 449
Holstein samples from run8 of the 1000 Bull Genomes
Project (Hayes and Daetwyler, 2019) sequenced to an
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using the SNPEff utility (Cingolani et al., 2012) with
the Ensembl annotation of the cattle reference genome
(version 101). Variants listed as “High,” “Medium,”
and “Low” priority within the haplotype region by
SNPEff were selected for further analysis. Effects on
predicted protein translation were identified using
custom scripts.
Variant calls from the 1000 Bull Genomes run7 data
set were used to supplement the genetic background
for causal variant concordance analysis (Daetwyler et
al., 2014). Data were processed using version 4 of the
Genome Analysis Toolkit (McKenna et al., 2010). This
included genotyping, variant recalibration for SNP and
INDEL, removal of individuals that failed QC, and filtering of monomorphic alleles. The 1000 Bull Genomes
VCF files were filtered to remove reads with QS <10
and those identified as “LOWQUAL.” Reads passing
edits were aligned against version ARS-UCD1.2 of the
bovine genome (Rosen et al., 2020).
Production of IFT80 Embryos

Figure 2. Whole-genome DNA sequence data used in the study included 116 Ayrshire (AY), Holstein (HO), and Jersey (JE) bulls from
the Animal Genomics and Improvement Laboratory (AGIL Data), 449
Holstein bulls from Run7 of the 1000 Bull Genomes Project, and 259
Holstein bulls from the Collaborative Dairy DNA Repository (CDDR).
Eighteen unique carriers were present after data sets were combined,
and candidate causal variants were identified in the GPR149, IFT89,
IL12A, LXN, and SMC4 genes.

average depth of 12.7×. The third data set included
259 Holstein bulls from the Collaborative Dairy DNA
Repository sequenced to an average depth of 17×.
A total of 824 samples (n = 688 unique animals) sequenced using Illumina 150-bp paired-end reads to a
target depth of 15× were analyzed. Eighteen unique
carriers were sequenced: 14 only once, 3 twice, and 1 in
all 3 data sets.
Sequence data from the Animal Genomics and Improvement Laboratory and Collaborative Dairy DNA
Repository data sets were aligned to the ARS-UCD1.2
reference genome (Rosen et al., 2020) using BWAMEM as implemented in bwa version 0.7.15-r1140
(https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.1303.3997) and converted to the binary Sequence Alignment/Map format
by samtools version 1.3 (Li et al., 2009). Sequence data
variants were identified using the samtools mpileup
workflow as described previously (Al-Khudhair et al.,
2022). Variants were filtered using version 1.9-259-gbd769ac of the bcftools “view” command (Li et al.,
2009) and the list of filtered variants was annotated
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 105 No. 11, 2022

Guide RNA Design. Guide RNA (gRNA) were
designed to target exon 2 or exon 11 (Table 1) of IFT80,
using the GPP portal from the Broad Institute (https:/
/portals.broadinstitute.org/gpp/public/analysis-tools/
sgrna-design). To select gRNAs, 2 criteria were used:
(1) those with the highest on-target score after design
based on the GPP portal and the guide RNA checker
portal (Integrated DNA Technologies), and (2) those
having the least similarity with other bovine sequences
containing a protospacer-adjacent motif. Selected
gRNA, as well as the universal 67mer tracrRNA for
form guide complexes, were ordered from Integrated
DNA Technologies.
The gRNA and tracrRNA were resuspended to a concentration of 500 ng/μL. Each guide was then annealed
with equal amounts of tracrRNA by heating at 95°C for
5 min and then cooled down from 95 to 25°C using a
gradient of −1°C/12 s in a Veriti 96-well gradient thermal cycler (ThermoFisher) to obtain a concentration
of 250 ng/μL gRNA-tracrRNA complex. Before zygote
injection, gRNA-tracrRNA complexes were annealed to
CAS9 mRNA (Integrated DNA Technologies) by incubation at room temperature for 15 min. The final injection solution was 50 ng/μL each gRNA complex and
20 ng/μL Cas9 mRNA. For each exon targeted, guides
were injected in pairs, to create a sizable cut in the
sequence and facilitate rapid genotyping on an agarose
gel. The expected cuts for guides targeting exon 2 were
82 bp for guide pair 1 and 136 bp for guide pair 2, and
for those targeting exon 11 were expected to generate
a cut of 331 bp.
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Table 1. Genomic location, target sequence, and predicted efficiency of guide RNA targeting exons 2 and 11 of the IFT80 gene
On-target score2

Position
Exon
2
11

Guide
1
2
3
1
2

Guide name
BI283
BI313
BI423
Exon11–1
Exon 11–3

Genomic location
107,097,118–107,097,140
107,097,148–107,097,170
107,097,269–107,097,291
107,172,343–107,172,365
107,172,670–107,172,692

Strand
+
+
−
+
−

Sequence – PAM1 (5′ → 3′)
TGTTTTATGTCTCCTTAATA-TGG
TCAAGAATTAGTGAGCTGTG-TGG
TCTATTGGGTAAATATCATC-AGG
GGAATCAAAACTTTATAGGG-TGG
CAGGAAATTTTGGAGAGGAA-AGG

BI

IDT

33.75
62.53
47.26
62.05
53.38

68.0
65.0
60.0
64.0
32.0

1

PAM = protospacer-adjacent motif.
On-target score: predicted guide efficiency from 2 different design tools: BI (Broad Institute) and IDT (Integrated DNA Technologies).

2

Production of Embryos In Vitro and Zygote
Microinjection. Embryos were produced in vitro with
a single sire known to be of high fertility in vitro as
previously described (Ortega et al., 2018). At the end
of fertilization, putative zygotes (oocytes exposed to
sperm) were denuded from the surrounding cumulus
cells and split into 2 groups: injected only with Cas9
mRNA and injected with gRNA and Cas9 mRNA
against IFT80. During the injection procedure zygotes
were maintained in manipulation medium (Ortega et al.,
2020), and then transferred to 4-well dishes in groups of
up to 50 zygotes in 500 µL of SOF-BE2 (Tribulo et al.,
2019), covered with 300 µL of mineral oil per well at
38.5°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% (vol/vol) O2
and 5% (vol/vol) CO2. Percentage of putative zygotes
that cleaved was determined at d 3 of development (d
0 = day of insemination), and blastocyst rate was estimated at d 8 of development. In addition, to determine
any developmental arrest, cell stage of all embryos was
recorded at d 64.5, 71.5, 120, and 180 h of development
(Figure 3B, 3C, and 4A).
Editing Efficiency. To determine editing efficiency
of the guides, embryos subjected to microinjection
(guides + CAS9 mRNA, or CAS9 mRNA) were collected individually at d 8 of culture, placed in 6 µL of
Embryo Lysis Buffer (Ortega et al., 2020), and subjected to 30 min at 60°C, followed by 10 min at 85°C in a
Veriti 96-well gradient thermal cycler (ThermoFisher).
Lysed embryo solution was used as template DNA.
For genotyping, the region surrounding the target
sequenced of the gRNA was amplified by endpoint
PCR using the following primers (5′ → 3′): exon
2
F-GGTTTCTTATCCTGCTTTCCATTC;
RGAAATTGAGTGTGAACCTTGGG, and for Exon
11 F-CACTGTTTAGGACTCTGCCT; R-CTCTCTGAGTAATGATACCATAGCA. The PCR products
were 639 and 620 bp for exon 2 (Figure 4B) and 11
(Figure 4C), respectively. The PCR reaction, amplification (annealing temperature 53.4°C), and visualization of bands were performed as previously described
(Ortega et al., 2020). Editing efficiency was calculated
from 3 separate in vitro embryo production runs, with
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 105 No. 11, 2022

100 embryos per treatment group per replicate. Editing
efficiency for exon 2 was 26% biallelic, 32% monoallelic,
and 42% nonedited, and for exon 11 was 50% biallelic,
23% monoallelic, and 27% nonedited.
Nucleic Acid Isolation and RT-qPCR Expression Analysis. The DNA and RNA were isolated from
individual 8-cell embryos (65–72 h post-insemination)
injected against IFT80 or injected only with Cas9
mRNA. Embryos were collected and lysed individually
in 25 µL of RLT lysis buffer (Catalog No. 79216, Qiagen), lightly vortexed, transferred to a nano-column
(PuroSPIN Luna NANOTECH), and centrifuged for
30 s (all centrifugations were performed at 16,000 × g
at room temperature). At this point, DNA is trapped
in the column, and the flow-through contained the
RNA. The column was placed in a new collection tube
and stored at room temp for later DNA purification.
The flow-through containing RNA was mixed with 1
vol of 70% ethanol, transferred to a new nano-column,
and centrifuged for 30 s. Immediately after, 600 µL of
buffer RW1 (Catalog No. 1053394, Qiagen) was added
to the column, and centrifuged for 30 s. Flow-through
was discarded from the collection tube, and 500 µL of
buffer RPE (Catalog No. 1018013, Qiagen) was added
to the column and centrifuged for 30 s. After discarding
the flow-through, 500 µL of 80% ethanol was added to
the column and centrifuged for 2 min. To elute RNA,
the column was placed in a new microcentrifuge tube,
and 15 µL of RNase-free water was added directly to
the membrane of the column, incubated at room temperature for 1 min and finally centrifuged for 1 min.
To complete DNA isolation, 500 µL of 70% ethanol
was added to the nano-column containing DNA, followed by a 1-min centrifugation. Then, the column was
placed in a new microcentrifuge tube and 15 µL of
elution buffer (Catalog No. 19086, Qiagen) preheated
at 70°C was added directly to the membrane of the
column, incubated at room temperature for 10 min,
followed by 1-min centrifugation to elute DNA. Embryos’ edit status was first assessed using PCR across
the site of the edit as described above, and the RNA
from homozygous edited embryo cells was selected
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Figure 3. A diagram of the IFT80 gene (A) shows CRISPR-Cas9 edit sites (red triangles) and quantitative PCR primer design sites (blue
boxes). Gene exons are represented by vertical lines, whereas introns are represented by diagonal lines. Embryo counts for each developmental
stage for exon 2 (B) and exon 3 (C) demonstrate that homozygous edit embryos (red) do not typically progress past the 8-cell stage compared
with vector Cas9 controls (blue). Single (*) and double (**) asterisks indicate Student’s t-test P-values that are less than 0.001 and 0.0001, respectively. Relative fold change of exons downstream of the exon 2 (D) and exon 11 (E) edit sites showed significant decreases in edited embryos
(red) compared with the vector Cas9 controls (blue).

for further analysis. Due to the small amount of total
RNA in each cell, homozygous embryos were pooled in
groups of 4 before cDNA creation. Three pools of edited and control embryos were analyzed in subsequent
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 105 No. 11, 2022

analyses. Two-strand cDNA synthesis was conducted
using the high-capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit
(ThermoFisher) reverse transcriptase following manufacturer instructions. Primer sequences for each locus
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Figure 4. (A) Development of control versus edited embryos. The IFT80-injected group have increased numbers of degenerating embryos
(white arrows, 120 and 80 h post-insemination) after the 8-cell stage. In control embryos, development progressed normally with formation of
blastocysts with compact inner cell mass and defined blastocoel (white arrows,180 h post-insemination). (B) Embryo genotyping for exon 2 edits.
Each numbered lane represents one embryo. Lanes 1, 5, and 6 show nonedited embryos (wild type), lanes 2, 3, and 9 show biallelic edits (absence
of wild-type band), and lanes 4, 7, 8, and 10 illustrate monoallelic edits (both wild type and edited band present). (C) Embryo genotyping for
exon 11 edits. Each numbered lane represents 1 embryo. Lanes 9, 12, 15, 26, 27, 28, and 29 show nonedited embryos (wild type), lanes 3–8, 10,
11, 16, 19, 20, 22, and 24 show biallelic edits (absence of wild-type band), and lanes 2, 13, 14, 21, and 23 illustrate monoallelic edits (both wild
type, and edited band present). (D) Protein model for IFT80 truncation at exon 11. The pink model represents the 777-amino acid wild-type
protein, the blue model represents the 385-amino acid gene-edited protein (after truncation surrounding mutation), and the yellow globular
regions indicate putative active binding sites.

were designed using the PrimerQuest (Integrated DNA
Technologies). All primers (Table 2) were validated
following procedures previously described (Ortega et
al., 2017). Quantitative PCR was conducted using the
CFX384 Touch Real-Time System (Bio-Rad) using 10
µL of reaction mix as previously described (Ortega
et al., 2020). Given the reduced amount of sample, a
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 105 No. 11, 2022

single gene was selected as housekeeping (Steuerwald
et al., 1999). The SDHA gene was chosen as a suitable housekeeping gene for relative expression calculation in bovine embryos (Goossens et al., 2005). Fold
changes were calculated using the method of Livak and
Schmittgen (2001) as previously described (Ortega et
al., 2017, 2020).
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Table 2. Sequence of forward- and reverse-strand primers used for real-time quantitative PCR measurement
of IFT80 gene expression
Exon

Primer forward (5′ → 3′)

Primer reverse (5′ → 3′)

1
3–4
5–7
9–10
12

TGAATTCAATCAGGTGGCATTT
TGGCAGGACGATGGAATTATG
CCGCTTCAACCAAATGCTAAA
GCCTCTTTGAACTATGCACACTTAG
CTCTTTGAGGCATCAACTGGA

AGACATGAGACTGAAGATATCTCTT
AAAGACGGGAATGCTAAGATCG
GTATGGGATAGTTATGGCCGTC
CTACAAAGAACTGGAATACAC
TTGGAAATTGCCCTGGATCA

Statistics

the haplotype by 72%, leaving only 7 genes (PPM1L,
KPNA4, TRIM59, SMC4, IFT80, IL12A, and SCHIP1)
Differences in gene expression and development were in the refined window out of 25 original candidates.
analyzed by least-squares ANOVA of the ΔCT values
A concordance analysis was used to identify candiusing the GLM procedure of the Statistical Analysis date causal variants within the refined haplotype locus,
System version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc.). Replicate and and 1 INDEL within the gene IFT80 (g.107172616delT;
treatment were included as main effects in the model.
mutation: p.Leu387PhefsTer3) that was >99% concordant with known carrier status was identified (Figure
5B). One carrier animal was predicted to not have a
Availability of Data
heterozygous copy of g.107172616delTL, but manual
Performance and Pedigree Data. The perfor- review of read pileups on the variant site identified
mance and pedigree data used to compute HH2 effects g.107172616delT at a frequency of 25%, which was beare controlled by the CDCB. Requests to access CDCB low the threshold of initial detection (data not shown).
data may be sent to João Dürr, CDCB Chief Executive We interpreted this result as complete concordance
and attributed the lower proportion of variant reads
Officer (joao.durr@cdcb.us).
Genotype and Whole-Genome DNA Sequence to a bias in sampling the haplotype during sequencing
Data. Access to SNP genotype data and whole-genome library preparation. The concordant g.107172616delT
107
,172
,615 and was
DNA sequence data for bulls held by the CDDR must variant was located on BTA1:
found
to
induce
a
frameshift
in
the
IFT80
gene’s 11th
be requested from Jay Weiker, CDDR Administrator
exon
that
led
to
early
truncation
of
the
protein
prod(jweiker@naab-css.org).
uct
(Figure
5A).
In
silico
translation
of
the
expected
1000 Bull Genomes Data. Access to wholegenome DNA sequence data from bulls distributed in protein product of the edited transcript suggested an
Run7 is restricted to project members. Inquiries should early truncation of the IFT80 protein, resulting in a
be directed to Dr. Christy Vander Jagt, Research Scien- protein of 387 amino acids (49.5% of total) compared
tist, Agriculture Victoria Research (christy.vanderjagt@ with the wild type (Figure 4D). The early termination
of the gene interrupts one of 7 WD 40-repeat-containagriculture.vic.gov.au).
ing domains (Pfam: SSF50978) and a predicted weak
polyampholyte domain (https://mobidb.bio.unipd.it/
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A0A4W2EVR7), both of which likely affect the intraflagellar transport of materials in the cell (Huang
Variant Discovery
et al., 2009). Analysis of potential founders identified
We first refined the HH2 genomic locus to narrow the the bull Willowholme Mark Anthony (73HO0219, born
window for variant discovery in subsequent sequencing 1975) as a likely candidate (Figure 6). Pedigree, SNP,
analysis (Figure 5A). Our analysis was aided by the and DNA sequence data show that he is the founder
recent release of a high-quality reference assembly for with respect to the SNP haplotype, but he is not a
taurine cattle (Rosen et al., 2020), which had over 100- carrier of the actual IFT80 variant, which appears to
fold more contiguity than the previously used UMD3.1 have arisen in one of his daughters (Elysa Anthony Lea,
reference (Zimin et al., 2009). Using imputed SNP HOCANF000003628269, born 1981) or granddaughters
genotypes (VanRaden et al., 2013) derived from more (Comestar Laurie Sheik-ET, HOCANF000004425038,
than 3.7 million SNP genotypes of commercial cattle born 1986). Neither descendant is genotyped or semapped to the new reference assembly, we were able quenced, and DNA is not available, so the true founder
to reduce the size of the locus from 8.9 to 1.5 Mbp. cannot be identified. We note that our concordance
This reduced the number of candidate genes that were analysis did not include structural variation within the
previously hypothesized to be causal for the lethality of haplotype region as these data were missing from our
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 105 No. 11, 2022
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genetic background information. It is possible that a
cryptic structural variant may be the true causal variant for the phenotype and that the frameshift mutation
identified within our data set is linked to such a variant. To support our hypothesis that the 1161delT variant causes early embryonic loss in cattle, we performed
functional validation experiments on gene-edited cattle
zygotes.

Functional Validation

We hypothesized that the early termination of the
IFT80 gene was the causal variant of the phenotype
given its perfect concordance and the potential for the
mutation to have a high effect on downstream protein
function. To induce the phenotype, we used a CRISPRCas9 gene-editing system to induce double-strand

Figure 5. A University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser plot (A) shows the locations of prior Holstein haplotype 2 (HH2)
loci as determined in December 2013, April 2020, and August 2020. The IFT80 gene is highlighted by red dashed lines. Concordance analysis of
variant sites against expected carrier status (B) identified only one variant with >99% concordance (highlighted in red). For genomic context,
the IFT80 gene is drawn with exons (straight lines) and introns (diagonal lines) above the concordance plot. Only variants predicted to have
high functional effects by SNPEff are highlighted by labels showing coordinate numbers. GC = guanine-cytosine content of DNA.
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 105 No. 11, 2022
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Figure 6. Pedigree of animals carrying the Holstein haplotype 2 (HH2) haplotype (shaded in yellow) show that the bull Willowholme Mark
Anthony (73HO0219, born 1975) was the first known carrier of that haplotype. However, he does not carry the causal variant in the IFT80
gene, which suggests that the original mutation likely arose in his daughter, Elysa Anthony Lea (HOCANF000003628269, born 1981), or granddaughter, Comestar Laurie Sheik-ET (HOCANF000004425038, born 1986). DNA is not available for either cow, so it is not possible to confirm
which was the founder animal.

breaks at different exons at or upstream of the candidate causal variant site (Figure 3A). In the first model,
IFT80 was truncated at exon 2, and in a second model,
IFT80 was truncated at exon 11 (variant site). In both
cases, treated embryos failed to progress past the 8- to
16-cell transition period (Figure 3A, 3C; P < 0.0001),
and degenerated after this developmental stage (Figure
4A). As alternative splicing could potentially recover
IFT80 protein function, we quantified the expression at
different exons of IFT80 transcript. For embryos edited
at exon 2, expression was measured at exons 1, 3–4,
and 5–7 (before and after edit site; Figure 3D). For the
embryos edited at exon 11 (exon with causal mutation),
IFT80 expression was determined at exons 9–10 and 12
(before and after the edited exon; Figure 3E) by quantitative PCR assays. Upstream regions of edited sites had
no difference in IFT80 expression (exon 1, P = 0.44;
exon 9–10, P = 0.62), between edited and nonedited
embryos. Conversely, in both models (truncation at
exon 2 or 11), downstream exons of the edited site had
significantly lower IFT80 expression (P < 0.0001) in
edited embryos than in nonedited embryos (Figure 3D).
Differential expression was most pronounced in exon
12, in which the edited embryos had 62.5% lower fold
expression of the exon than the wildtype (Figure 3E).
This discrepancy in copy number of the later exons in
edited zygotes is contrary to known mechanisms for
nonsense-mediated RNA decay, which would result in
the post-transcriptional degradation of the entire tranJournal of Dairy Science Vol. 105 No. 11, 2022

script. Some nonsense transcripts have been known to
evade nonsense-mediated RNA decay (e.g., Litchfield
et al., 2020), though we note that this frameshift occurs earlier in the gene transcript than in previously
noted exceptions. Our data suggest that loss of adjacent exons may occur due to this mutation, though the
exact mechanism cannot be identified from the results
of this study. It is also possible that observed early
embryonic loss could also be attributed to off-target
edits made by the CRISPR-Cas9 system; however, we
note that our gRNA design methods screened designs
for off-target activity to minimize the potential for this
effect. In addition, BLAST (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih
.gov/Blast.cgi) was used to check candidate gRNA to
ensure that they were not targeting unexpected regions
of the genome.
Mutations to the IFT80 gene are linked to asphyxiating thoracic dystrophy 2 disease in humans (Beales
et al., 2007), and hypomorphic expression of the gene
has been shown to result in low postnatal survival in
gene-trap mice (Rix et al., 2011). Previous surveys have
speculated as to when IFT80 gene expression is essential during development (Rix et al., 2011), and our results suggest that expression is needed to progress past
the 8- to 16-cell developmental phase. This is consistent
with previous RNA surveys of cattle preimplantation
embryonic development (Graf et al., 2014), and with
the known fertility effects of HH2 in cattle (VanRaden
et al., 2011b; Cole et al., 2016). The results of editing
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experiments suggest that the carboxy-terminal WD
40-repeat or the polyampholyte domains are essential
for embryonic development. Recent studies suggest that
deletion of IFT80 disrupts the FGF2 signaling pathway,
affecting cell proliferation, and self-renewal of odontoblasts (Yuan et al., 2019). In the preimplantation mammalian embryo, FGF2 signaling is essential for lineage
commitment and blastocyst formation (Lanner and
Rossant, 2010; Kuijk et al., 2012), in which disruption
of FGF2 signaling coincides with the developmental arrest observed in this study.
Yang et al. (2022) recently published an independent
analysis of whole-genome and transcriptome data from
8 Chinese Holsteins (4 carriers and 4 noncarriers) in
which they identified 5 putative functional variants
of protein-coding genes associated with HH2. They
acknowledged that our methodology provides experimental confirmation of the developmental effects of the
variant we discovered (Li et al., 2022). Interestingly,
they did not observe allele-specific transcriptional bias
in the blood of carriers, which supports our observation that nonsense-mediated RNA decay does not act
on the mutant allele’s transcript (Yang et al., 2022).
However, they did not specifically report the absence
of adjacent exons in gene transcripts that we report.
These results underscore the importance of replication
to confirm putative associations of DNA variants with
phenotypic effects.
CONCLUSIONS

Using genotypes from millions of Holstein cattle and
CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing, we were able to track and
validate a recessive lethal allele in the IFT80 gene,
respectively. This approach conclusively identified the
target mutation in such a way that it provided further
insight into the function of the gene in development of
other mammalian species. This discovery has further
economic benefits, as identification of the exact causal
mutation underlying this haplotype will benefit dairy
producers by allowing them to avoid carrier-to-carrier
matings, which result in pregnancy losses responsible
for ~$437,000/yr in US Holsteins. Concordance analysis and molecular validation on naturally occurring
genetic variants represent a potent tool for ongoing efforts to translate genotype to phenotype in the field of
quantitative genetics.
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